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ENOMW GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2019
24-26 MAY, LIBSON

WOMEN: REVOLUTION AND RESISTANCE



WELCOME FROM ENOMW
In June 2018 our members met in Rabat, Morocco for the three days of intense exchange, training and fun. This year we are

meeting in Lisbon, Portugal, hosted by the Portguese HIgh Commission for Migration and supported by our local partners and

members. We expect this Assembly to be similarly rich and productive. Among the major tasks of the Assembly is the amendment

of our Statutes and the election of the new Board. We will discuss two structural changes: replacement of one President with two

Co-Presidents in the Board and the establishment of the Young Women Council, as an advisory body to the Board and other

structures. We will also have a number of workshops, delivered by our members and guest speakers that were designed to

facilitate internal skill-transfer among members and reinforce our individual and collective political analysis and advocacy.  

We hope that everyone joining us for this year's Assembly will leave Lisbon re-energised, strenthened in their work for the rights

of migrant women and in our collective vision of a global feminist revolution  !

SPECIAL THANKS
We would like to thank everyone at Alto Comissariado para as Migrações (ACM),  Plataforma Portuguesa para

os Direitos da Mulher, Mulheres Sem Fronteiras, Casa do Brasil de Lisboa as well as all the individual women 

in Portugal and within the Network who stepped up to make our General Assembly 2019 possible.  

The Portguese High Commission for Migration, hosting our AGM, is a public institute

that, under the direct supervision of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers, is

responsible for collaborating in the definition, implementation and evaluation of public

policies regarding the attraction of migrants, the integration of immigrants and Roma

communities, and the management and enhancement of the diversity of cultures,

ethnicities and religions through the promotion of intercultural and interreligious

dialogue. www.acm.gov.pt 

Mulheres sem Fronteiras is a feminism organization involved in promoting human

rights of girls and women and combating  gender-based violence. They execute

community based projects in the great Lisbon area, working mainly with girls and

young women of African descent, Roma & refugees. They also organise feminist

memory walks. www.facebook.com/pg/mulheressemfronteiras

Casa do Brasil of Lisbon, one of the founding members of the Network, is an association

that promotes   diversity and Brazilian culture in Portugal, providing cultural, political,

social and legal support to its members and immigrants in general. Among its activities

of various cultural and educational classes, lectures and debates, exhibitions, workshops

and film screenings. https://www.facebook.com/pg/casadobrasildelisboa

Portguese Platform for Women's Rights, supporting our AGM, is a social, cultural and

humanist non-governmental organisation, independent from political parties, religious

institutions or governmental structures, whose members are women’s rights NGOs. Its

main objective is to foster cooperation for collective reflection and action in the

promotion of women’s rights through  such means as research, lobbying, dissemination

of information, awareness-raising and training. https://plataformamulheres.org.pt

Brussels Team: In the days before the AGM Many of you have communicated with the

Network's Brussels Office's Team, Sinem Yilmaz (Brussels Officer) and Adriana Sthiago

(#RadicalGirlsss), who worked very hard to prepare this Assembly. We are grateful for

their continued presence, representation and support and are looking forward to the

members meeting them in person in Lisbon !



We ask every member attendting the AGM to bring with you a printed

portrait and a short description of a revolutionary woman that inspires

you. (alternatively you can send it to agm@migrantwomennetwork.org).

 

She can be from your country of origin, the country where you live, from

the past or the present. This revolutionary woman can even be a fictional

character.

HOMEWORK FOR ALL
PARTICIPANTS: WHO IS YOUR
REVOLUTIONARY WOMAN ?

COMMUNICATION:

 

o We communicate with each other, at all times, in a sisterly way. In the network, we have roles and responsibilities, but

we have no hierarchies. We encourage active communication, critical discussions, personal friendship and informal

connections among our members 

o Disagreements are resolved in a civil and timely manner, never compromising the well-being of the Network

o Our members come from different backgrounds; it is important to remember it when we speak to each other

o Last but not least: we are here together and we need to support each other 

 

SPACE SHARING:

 

o Convenience: It is advisable to bring everything you need to make your accommodation as convenient as possible 

o Cleaning: Keep the space safe and clean for the others and yourself 

o We are here together, so try to engage with all participants. You can learn from everybody

 

TIMING:

 

o We have an intense schudule and we will be monitoring time strictly (especially in the mornig !) 

o Start-times are documented in the agenda; please try to be always on time

o Respect other women when they speak and give them the room they need 

o If you are the speaker, time your contribution well and leave space to others to respond

RULES & PRINCIPLES AT AGM:



WOMEN IN 
PORTUGAL'S
REVOLUTION

Portugal, a small country of just over 10

million people, had one of the longest

dictatorships in Europe during the first

half of the XX century. Prior to 1974,

women in Portugal were restricted by the

Penal Code and had little organizational

power. Women's groups were formed

within the Catholic Church to teach

women about cooking, child care, and

home economics. There was no contact

with international women's groups. The

press only reported events such as "bra

burning", which was the equivalent of

"fake news" of today. 80% of all illiterates

in Portugal were women. After the

dictatorship fell in 1974, women received

legal equality with Portuguese men

including the right to vote and full

equality in marriage. A generation later,

many women were making full use of

their new status. Present roles are

discussed for work, health, education,

religion, trade unions and political

parties, and women's organizations.

There have been so many

unsung sheroes, women

who contributed to World

War I efforts, to the 1974

revolution efforts and to so

many other defining

moments in history,

without ever having been

acknowledged. We also

celebrate and commend all

the anonymous women

who every single day give

so much of themselves for

others, often at a cost to

their own health and well-

being.

The Three Marys - Maria

Teresa Horta, Maria Velho

da Costa and Maria Isabel

Barreno - were accused of

writing a pornographic

book and of being

detrimental to public

morality. Their book ‘New

Portuguese Letters’

denounces the colonial

war, the judicial system,

the violence, women

situation, the feminization

of poverty, the absence of

freedom, the  colonization

of the political body and

immigration.

Sara Amâncio: As a citizen of

the anti-fascist Resistance,

she stood out, from a very

young age, in the struggle

against the regime and for

freedom. She was tried in

Plenary Court, persecuted

and, prevented from teaching,

was forced to go abroad. She

is a full-fledged woman who

has maintained civic and

political activity, in parallel

with her teaching, dedicating

much of her time to the

construction of democracy

and the causes of the memory

of the dictatorship.

Maria Antónia Palla: She is a

feminist journalist, one of

the first women journalists

in Portugal. As a journalist

and citizen of the resistance

against fascism, she was

witness to some of the most

important moments in the

history of Portugal, she

always fought for women's

rights and freedom of

expression and gave voice to

those who didn't have it. She

has always exercised the

capacity of criticism with

commendable

independence.



DAY1: FRIDAY 24 May

DAY2:SATURDAY 25 May

DAY3: SUNDAY 26 May

13.00 - LUNCH (served at the ACM Venue)

 

14.00 - WELCOME  from Salome Mbugua, ENoMW President

 

14.10 - WELCOME from the Portguese High Commission for

Migration

 

14.20 - HOUSEKEEPING

 

14.30 - WORKING GROUPS & STAFF REPORTS

(Financial (Anna Zobnina),  Communication (Adriana

Sthiago),  Membership (Sodfa Daaji), Brussels Office (Sinem

Yilmaz)

 

15.30 - ACTIVITY REPORT (Anna Zobnina & Salome Mbugua)

 

16.30 - NEW FULL MEMBERS: Presentations & Votes

 

17.30 - FILM-IN-PROGRESS: Fundamentalism & Neo-

Liberalism. Discussion with Members ( Saddie Choua )

 

* 19.00 - 21.00 DEBATE at Casa do Brasil

 

20:30 - DINNER  ( Restuarant Casa Madeirense )

08.15 - DEPART FROM HOSTEL to ACM Vennue

 

09.00 - WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT ( Linda Bellos )

 

10.15 -  #RADICALGIRLSSS: Presentation and Discussion 

 

11.30 - STRATEGIC DISCUSSION 2 ( Noura Raad, FFM &

Anna Zobnina )

 

13.30 - LUNCH (served at the ACM Venue)

 

14.30 - UN ARCHITECTURE / CEDAW (Dalia Leinarte,

CEDAW Committee)

 

15. 30 - THREE WORKING GROUPS: parallel sessions

followed by reporting back

 

17.00 - MEMBER WORKSHOP 3: Women Taking Space,

Unlocking Your Voice (Sodfa Daaji, Radical Girlsss) followed

by a ***street protest

 

20:30 - Dinner (Restaurant Ho Caldas )

08.15 - DEPART FROM HOSTEL to ACM Venue

 

09. 00 - AFRICA DAY: Women of African Descent ( Salome

Mbugua & Linda Bellos )

 

10.00 - STATUTES: Discussion & Adoption

 

11.30 - NEW BOARD: Election

 

12.00 - STRATEGIC DISCUSSION 1 ( Pierette Pape, ISALA & Noura

Raad, FFM )

 

13.00 - LUNCH ( Served at ACM Venue )

 

14. 00 - MEMBERS WORKSHOP 1: Building a Regional Coalition       

( Lucy Polo, Por Ti Mujer )

 

15.15 - MEMBERS WORKSHOP 2: Building a Migrant Women

Platform ( Natalie Gerbert, MONIKA )

 

16.30 - EU ARCHITECTURE ( Ana Sofia Fernandes, Portuguese

Platform for Women's Rights )

 

 ** 18.00 - 20.30 - WALKING TOUR: Feminist Lisbon ( Women

Without Borders )

 

20:30 - DINNER ( Restaurant Santa Rita )

*optional Debate (Pre)concepts/prejudices of feminine

migration is in Portuguese however a whisper-interpretation

will be made available to non-Portuguese speakers. If you

wish to attend, you will have to leave ACM at around 18:45

and be at the Dinner by 20:30

 

** optional WALKING TOUR organised by Mulheres Sem

Fronteiras and Feminist Lisbon. The tour will show us what

can streets, squares, buildings, cafes, parks and theaters tell

us about the daily lives, struggle and achievements of women

in Lisbon. This will be a route to uncover and break silences,

as well as sharing and rewriting HERSTORIES. We will start

at hte AGM venue and will finish the tour at the restaurant.

 

*** STREET PROTEST: Subject to approval by authorities

 

 

COFFE BREAKS: We are not planning to have official coffee

breaks. Coffees/Teas/Water/Juice and Fruits/Local Pastries

are available throughout the sessions. Short breaks in

between the sessions are 5-10 minutes. 

 

RESTUARANT SANTA RITA: 

Rue de Sao Mamede, 24C, Ao Largo Da Caldas, Lisboa, 110-

535. T: +351(0)218874285

 

RESTAURANT CASA MADEIRENSE:

Rua António Pereira Carrilho, 28A, Arroios, Lisboa 1000-046 

T: +351 914050992

 

RESTUARANT HO CALDAS:  

Rue de Sao Mamede, 22C, Ao Largo Da Caldas, Lisboa, 110-

535. T:+351 21 887 5711

 

 

ADDITIONAL DETAILS:



PIERRETTE PAPE is the chair of isala asbl, working on the ground to support persons in prostitution in Belgium and the founder &

coordinator of the abolitionist Youth Network Generation Abolition. She worked for the last year for the Mukwege Foundation where

she led the advocacy strategy to end rape and sexual violence in war and post-conflict times and coordinated two global retreats

gathering more than 50 members of SEMA, the Global Network of Victims and Survivors to End Wartime Rape. Previously, she

worked for more than 8 years at the European Women’s Lobby on policy and campaigns, where she coordinated several impactful

projects and advocacy strategies, in particular on ending sexual exploitation and violence against women and girls. She initiated and

led the EWL campaign ‘Together for a Europe free from prostitution’, coordinating the advocacy strategy towards a historic European

Parliament resolution, and animating the international NGO coalition The Brussels’ Call.

 

In her workshop, together with Noura Raad, Pierrette will share the analysis, history and the current developments on the

groundbreaking model on sexual exploitation of girls and women, known as the Nordic or Equality Model. We will also discuss a

collective strategy of the Network to strengthen and promote our position on the system of prostitution.

PIERRETTE PAPE || STRATEGIC DISCUSSION 1 || NORDIC  LAW ON

PROSTITUTION, REVOLUTIONARY MODEL ON SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

ANA SOFIA FERNANDES || GUEST WORKSHOP ||  EU ARCHITECTURE ON 

RIGHTS, DISCRIMINATION & EQUALITY 

NOURA RAAD is a Board of Member of ENOMW. Born in Lebanon, Noura is a legal expert based in France and holds a PHD on the

status of women in comparative Criminal Law at the Faculty of Law of Aix-Marseille. She is tcurretnly working at Movement du Nid, a

France-wide association supporting the women in, at risk of and exiting prostitution.  Noura is the president of Aix-en-Provence

section of Forum Femmes Méditerranée, focusing on the flaws in the law leading to discrimination against women in the Euro-

Mediterranean countries. As a militant feminist she engages in the legal advocacy for the women victims of violence. Noura joined the

ENOMW in 2017 and works on the legal analysis to promote the rights of migrant women. She’s also the convener of ENOMW's

Membership Group and a member of #RadicalGirlsss, the Young Women's Movement of ENOMW. 

 

In this workshop, together with ENOMW's Startegy & Policy Coordinator Anna Zobnina, Noura will present the feminist analysis of

the key terms and concepts on women's rights and the legal frameworks that underpin them at the international and national level.

Together we will discuss the threats towards the sex-based rights of women that emerged in the last two decades internationally and in

selected EU states.

 

 

 

 

ANA SOFIA FERNANDES is the Vice President of the European Women’s Lobby, President of the Portuguese Platform for Women’s

Rights and Advisor at the Portuguese Economic and Social Council. Between 2010 and 2015 she worked at the European Institute for

Gender Equality as Stakeholders’ Coordinator and Resource & Documentation Centre Officer. In 2000 she co-founded and was the first

President of the Portuguese Network of Young People for Gender Equality.  Certified gender equality trainer, she held positions as

member of the consultative council of the Commission for Equality and Women’s Rights, President of the Portuguese Platform for

Women’s Rights, member of the General Assembly of the European Women’s Lobby and member of the Board of the Association of

Women from Meridional Europe.

 

In her workshop Ana Sofia will explain the history of the EU legal system from a women’s rights perspective. She will introduce our

members to the main EU's principles and structures concerning the rights, discrimination and equality, placing those in the context of

the human rights of women and the feminist analysis. We will also discuss how migrant women organisations can interact with those

structures and systems.

NOURA RAAD || STRATEGIC DISCUSSION 2 || SEX, GENDER AND SEX BASED RIGHTS

OF WOMEN

LINDA BELLOS || GUEST WORKSHOP || WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT, 

Roots, History, Role of Migrant & Minority Women

LINDA BELLOS was born in London in 1950 and has been proud of her African and Jewish heritage since her early years. 

She has been a political activist for almost all of her life with a developing understanding of the structural roots of power and

oppression. She is looking forward to her 70th birthday next year and hopes that she will have finally finished her memoirs and

they are published by then. She refuses to adopt the term ‘black and Asian ‘ a term used in Britain and insists that there is not a

place called ‘black’ and if there were it would be spelt with a capital. She is looking forward to the ENOMW Assembly  so that

sisters can exchange experiences and develop a World-wide sisterhood.

 

 

In her workshop Linda Bellos will focus on the importance of global feminist sisterhood, in the wake of old and new patriarchal,

anti-women, anti-migrants and anti-minorities forces; on the history and role of ethnic minority women in the women’s

liberation movement and the way we can engage in, revive and sustain this movement across borders and differences.



Prof. Dalia Leinarte is a current Chair of CEDAW's Sub-Committee on Trafficking and a former Chair of the CEDAW Committee 

and aShe is a firm believer of the implementation of gender equality policies for the benefit of all women, she has been providing

support for abused women for over 20 years now, drawing attention to the problem of sexual violence against women in post-Soviet

society. Founder of the women NGO “Praeities Pedos” (Traces of the Past), it was amongst the first in Lithuania to introduce into public

discourse the concept of “women victims of trafficking”, since up until then all the women and girls who suffered this form of sexual

abuse were viewed as prostitutes. In her country Prof. Leinarte is a recognized gender equality expert and defender of women’s rights

being nominated in 2012 by the Lithuanian government as  candidate for the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against

Women, UN (CEDAW), for which she was elected. She also drafted the Review of the Implementation of 

the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action Adopted, at the Fourth World Conference on Women Beijing 1995 2004.

 

 

In her workshop Prof. Leinarte will explain about the history and the structure of the United Nations CEDAW Committee, the process

of CEDAW’s Consultation with Civil Society and other stakeholders,  how this process is related to other UN agencies and bodies and

how migrant women organisations can most effectively engage with such bodies and processes.

 

 

DALIA LEINARTE || GUEST WORKSHOP || UN & CEDAW ARCHITECTURE

NATALIE GERBERT || MEMBERS WORKSHOP 1 || BUILDING A MIGRANT WOMEN

PLATFORM:   Comprehensive Services for Migrant Women ( experience from Finland ).

Born in Estonia and living in Finland, Natalie is one of the co-founders of the Monika Intercultural Women’s Association, a platform of

17 migrant women organisations, based in Helsinki. Since 2010 Natalie has been the director of the Monika’s Crisis Centre that

provides comprehensive services, including nation-wide help-line, shelter and assisted living accommodation, rehabilitation and

integration services to the female migrant victims of domestic violence and trafficking. Natalie is an expert on the integration process

of migrant women and families having worked in city of Helsinki and NGO sector, with a broad knowledge on Violence against

Migrant women, including domestic violence, THB and honour based violence.

 

 

In her workshop Natalie will share the 20 year history and main stages of development of Monika Association, outlining the main

obstacles the organisation encountered at political and organisational levels, the strategies for dealing with them and factors that can

contribute to  successful growth and sustainability of a platform serving the interests of a wide group of migrant women.

Born in Colombia, Lucy has a degree in Psychology with a specialty in Child Psychology from the Universidad del Norte in

Barranquilla (Colombia) and a Diploma in Immigration and Law from the University of Valencia. She is founder of the Por Ti Mujer

Association, where she combines the presidency with prevention, attention and intervention works with immigrant women from 

the Valencian Community. She is also Coordinator of the School of Empowerment of the entity. Lucy is currently President of the

Support Network for Immigrant Women Victim of Gender Violence (Red AMINVI) and Vice President of the Network of Latin

American and Caribbean Women in Spain. She is also founder of the CEDAW Sombra País Valencià Platform, member of PICUM 

and on the board of ENoMW.

 

 

Lucy's workshop will cover the history, strategies and successful examples, in the context of the Valencian region, Spain, on the

coalition building to support the rights and freedoms of migrant and refugee women

 

 

LUCY POLO || MEMBERS WORKSHOP 2 || BUILDING A REGIONAL COALITION 

 (experience from Spain)

SODFA DAAJI is a 25 y.o. Tunisian-Italian abolitionist feminist activist, working across Europe and Africa. In the Network she

is leading the activities on capacity building and self-organising of young women and girls, including the Network’s recently

established initiative #RadicalGirlsss. Besides her role in ENOMW, Sodfa is the Co-Chair of Afrika Youth Movement (AYM), the

largest Pan-African Youth-led grassroots movement, and a founder of an Italian NGO “Without Filter”.

 

 

Women around the world are mobilizing and organizing in different forms of resilience, while claiming their rights and space. The

aim of this workshop is to strengthen the importance in standing in solidarity, while taking - literally - the space through a protest,

which aims to unlock our voices and claims. We are going to do so, in the street, where women feel unsafe, and at the same time

where women lead successful protests and revolutions. From Sudan to Colombia, women are in the Frontline claiming their rights

without fear.

SODFA DAAJI || MEMBERS WORKSHOP 3 || WOMEN TAKING SPACE: 

UNLOCKING OUR VOICE



Saddie Choua is a Belgian-Moroccan filmmaker, writer and mixed-media visual artist, based in Belgium. A sociologist by education,

she expanded her political critique of inequalities into the art and media domain, bridging art with her academic experience through

political art of documentary, video installations, mixed media collage and short stories. In her art work she calls out for a critical

viewer and puts in the spotlight the racial/ethnic discrimination, discrimination against women, colonialism, class as well as her cats.

The challenge is to create ‘situations’ which reveal the power structures behind the images we internalize and reproduce. She asks us

to think about how we consume images and dialogues about the other and how they influence our self-image and our historical

consciousness: “I like to integrate elements of my own life. An important biographical issue is my immigrant background. This origin

is a confusing issue for me. Even if I try to escape, some patterns bring me back to the isolated place of the immigrant-artist. I decided

to integrate this complex struggle in my practice.”

 

In her workshop Saddie will discuss the film-in-progresses (working title "Fundamentalism and Neo-Liberalism"). The video is a part of

a bigger project undertaken by ENoMW, sponsored by the Coppieters Foundation,  on the current backlash against women’s and

migrant’s rights in Europe, and is based on a series of interviews with experts and activists following the Conference ENoMW

organised in 2018 in the European Parliament.

SADDIE CHOUA || FUNDAMENTALISM & NEO-LIBERALISM: FILM IN

PROGRESS || DISCUSSION WITH MEMBERS 

#RADICALGIRLSSS:  YOUNG WOMEN'S MOVEMENT OF ENOMW

SALOME MBUGUA is the President of ENOMW,  a native of Kenya and living in Ireland. Salome has over 20 years experience of

work with women, children and youth in Africa and Ireland.  She is the founder of AkiDwA, the Migrant Women’s Network

Ireland and Wezesha, an African Diaspora NGO working with women and children affected by violence and conflict in

Africa. Salome is the former vice chair of the National Women Council of Ireland and currently serves as an Irish

Commissioner for Human Rights. She joined ENOMW board in 2014.

 

 

25 MAY,  AFRICA DAY (formerly African Liberation Day) commemorates the foundation of Organisation of African Unity (now

the African Union). In this Workshop, together with Linda Bellos, Salome will discuss the history and significance of this event,

the role of women in the struggle for justice of people of African descent, the international commitments and the role of civil

society in Europe in supporting our sisters in the African continent.

 

We want to live in a society where Girls are treated with dignity and respect. Where they have space, resources and power to

grow into autonomous, liberated and responsible members of society. Our Network's mission is to create such space within 

our own structures and, by doing so, to extend our vision to other organisations and movements.

 

#RadicalGirlsss is a newly established multi-ethnic secual abolitionist movement of Young Women and Girls, withint the

European Network of Migrant Women. The group is comprised of the young women (20-30 y.o.) and girls (13 -19 y.o.) members of

ENOMW's member organisations as well as our individual supporting members. 

 

 

At the Assemebly the founding members of the #RadicalGirlsss will present to the Network their vision, mission, manifesto and a

programme of action. They will discuss the needs, concerns and demands of the young women, the role ENOMW"s members and

partners can play in supporting their self organising  and the expertise and ideas the young women are eager to share with our

members.

 

SALOME MBUGUA || AFRICA DAY || WOMEN OF AFRICAN DESCENT 

RISE UP AGAINST OPPRESSION || ENOMW'S POSTER EXHIBITION IN PORTUGAL

#RiseUpAgainstOppression, 

 

A public campaign assembled by ENOMW in 2018, available in English, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic and Russian,

is a collection of 35 posters, representing the diverse voices of women, including many of our members, activists, scholars, 

politicians, and the sex trade survivors, concerned with the problem of sexual exploitation of women. It explores the male 

control of female bodies at te intersections with capitalism, colonialism, poverty, racism, migration, sexuality as well as the moral

 questions of “choice”, “freedom”, “rights”.

 

The idea of this collection is to position the debate on prostitution within a wider framework on human rights

and let the viewer reflect on multiple ways in which patriarchal violence against women is interlinked with other

forms of systemic inequalities. 

 

The Portuguese collection of the posters, produced by the Portguese PLatform for Women's Rights,  is currently on tour in Portugal

with its exhbition launched at the High Commission for Migration on 20 May 2019.
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You can find a taxi at the

airport, queueing outside

arrivals terminals. 

 

Depending on traffic, the

journey to the city centre is

quick, costing between Euro 10

and 15, including luggage fees.

If you choose taxi, make sure

the meter is on at the beginning

of the journey.

 

By taxi, the journey between

the airport and our HOSTEL

should take less than 30

minutes. Journey between the

airport and AGM venue should

take less than 20 minutes.

TAXI 

THE INDEPENDENTE  Hostel, in the historic centre of Lisbon, for which

we have a booking for the 24th, 25th and 26th of May.

 

ADDRESS: Rua São Pedro de Alcântara 81, 1250-238 Lisboa

 

CONTACT:  ww.theindependente.pt

reservations@thecollective.pt; +351 21 346 13 81;

 

CHECK-IN: 3 pm || CHECK-OUT: 11am

 

BREAKFAST:  7 am - 8 am, included in accomodation

 

TOWELS: Hostel provides no towels; you can either bring one with you

or rent one at the reception. 

 

LOCKER KEY: Rooms have lockers, but you have to buy a key at the

reception.

 

CITY TAX: Euro 2 / person, covered by the Network

 

ACCOMMODATION

AIRPORT-HOSTEL: Take red

line (SAO SEBASTIAO),

change at SAO SEBASTIAO to

blue line (SANTA APOLONIA)

and exit in BAIXA CHIADO.

Walk 10 minutes ( this should

take under 40’).

 

AIRPORT - AGM VENUE: take

red line (SAO SEBASTIAO),

change in ALAMEDA to green

line (CAIS DO SODRE) and

exit in ANJOS. From there

you’ll have to walk 10

minutes (this should take

under 40’)

 

 

METRO

METRO

The Lisbon Airport has a

Metro station with a direct

line to the city centre that

takes about 20 minutes. 

 

You must buy the '7 Colinas' /

'Viva Viagem' electronic

travel card, to which you can

add balance for your journeys

and use both for the Metro

and for Carris (bus network):

 

7 Colinas / Viva Viagem

electronic card: €0.50

  

Single Fare Price: €1.45

 

24H Network Pass: €6.30

 

 

From Lisbon Airport (1 and 2)

take AEROBUS number 1 (in

green) and exit in

RESTAURADORES.

 

24H AEROBUS PASS

One-way ticket`: €3.60

Return ticket: €5.40

 

You can buy ticket on board,

online or at the Turismo de

Lisboa counters, in arrivals. 

 

The ticket is valid for 24

hours of unlimited journeys

in the Aerobus network.

 

www.aerobus.pt

 

 

SHUTTLE BUS

BREAKFAST: at hostel

 

LUNCHES: AT AGM venue 

 

DINNERS:

 

FRIDAY:  CASA MADEIRENSE

Rua António Pereira Carrilho,

28A, Arroios, Lisboa 1000-046

 

SATURDAY:  SANTA RITA

Rue de Sao Mamede, 24C, Ao

Largo Da Caldas, Lisboa

 

SUNDAY: HO CALDAS: 

Rue de Sao Mamede, 22C, Ao

Largo Da Caldas, Lisboa, 110-535

FOOD

PORTUGUESE HIGH

COMMISSION FOR

MIGRATION (Alto

Comissariado para as

Migrações (ACM) )

 

Address: Rua Angelina Vidal 41,

1170-122 Lisboa, Portugal

 

Phone: +351 218106100

Email: acm@acm.gov.pt

FULL & ACTIVE SUPPORTING

/INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS:

network reimburses 1/2 ticket

up to Euro 150, for 1

representative only, upon

recieving proof of purchase

and filled in reimbursement

form

 

 

ACCOMMODATION IN

HOSTEL, LUNCHES, DINNERS

ARE COVERED BY THE

NETWORK FOR ALL

ATTENDING MEMBERS

 

AGM VENUE EMERGENCY

CONTACTS:

REIMBURSEMENTS:

Anna Zobnina: +44 7922529055

(mobile, Whatsapp, Viber)

anna@migrantwomennetwork.

org 

 

Sinem Yilmaz : +32 479841342

(mobile, Whatsapp)

sinem@migrantwomennetwor

k.org,

 

Adriana S.Thiago: +32

474856842 (mobile,

Whatsapp) adriana@migrantw

omennetwork.org

 


